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Q2 CSBC Data Release: Hot Off the Press From
Our Business Data Lab!
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For many of us, life is finally starting to feel more “normal.” But sadly, the latest CSBC
reveals that the recovery remains incomplete for one third of businesses, representing over
361,000 companies.

Small and minority-owned businesses as well as high contact services are lagging
behind.
Debt that piled up during the pandemic is becoming a bigger constraint. The top
operating concern is unrelenting cost pressures, which are being exacerbated by the
recent energy price spike.

But it’s not all bad news this quarter. In this challenging environment, Canadian companies
are cautiously optimistic about the near-term outlook, with sales expected to pick up in Q3.

Canadian Chamber Future of Business Centre
Fellow John Pecman Writes Interim Report on
Competition Policy
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Competition policy plays an important role in Canada. It’s what provides consumers with
competitive prices and product choices, but also sets the conditions for companies to make
investments that enable economic growth. 

In light of moves by policymakers in the United States and Europe to explore reforms to
their own competition policy rules, the federal government has committed to review
Canada’s Competition Act for the first time since 2008. 

Our Canadian Chamber Future of Business Centre Fellow John Pecman has written an
interim report outlining the key issues that should be considered as part of this review. We
encourage members to let us know their thoughts on the discussion paper and engage in
the conversation by contacting Mark Agnew.

Consultation on Creating a Fair and Equitable
Canadian Energy Transformation
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We welcomed the opportunity to participate in the Standing Committee on Natural
Resources’ ongoing consultation on creating a fair and equitable Canadian energy
transformation. As Canada’s largest business organization, we understand the economy
and the environment should advance in lockstep. Coupling environmental and economic
initiatives is vital for achieving net-zero and increasing prosperity for all Canadians. 

Our Net-zero Council recently submitted recommendations to the House of Commons
Natural Resources Committee to ensure Canada achieves net-zero while maintaining our
competitiveness, innovation and ability to attract investment.

Chamber Leader John Hopkins to Receive 2022
Saskatchewan Order of Merit Post-Humously 
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Today Lieutenant Governor of Saskatchewan Russ Mirasty announced the eight newest
recipients of the Saskatchewan Order of Merit, the province’s highest honour. The list
includes John Hopkins, the former CEO of the Regina & District Chamber of Commerce. 

Having overcome a battle with addiction early in life, John Hopkins went on to complete
university and become a champion of business, mental health, and reconciliation in
Regina. John died earlier this year after a long and hard-fought battle with cancer. 

The Saskatchewan Order of Merit was established in 1985 to recognize excellence and
achievement from outstanding Saskatchewan citizens.

Family Enterprise Foundation: Alchemy and the
Family Enterprise
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Our friends at the Family Enterprise Foundation, part of Family Enterprise Canada, have
shared a recent report that casts fresh light on family business attitudes toward finding
purpose, conquering communication and intentional family learning. 

Drawing on data from its Family Learning Discovery assessment, the Alchemy and the
Family Enterprise report uncovers key insights that will provoke reflection and discussion
among business families. What does the analysis show?

When family purpose is successfully conveyed, it provides a roadmap for both family
members and the business; and it even entices the next generation!  However, 50%
of respondents believe that family purpose has not been successfully transmitted.
How conflict is managed in a business family makes a significant difference when
addressing “family” issues. For family purpose to flourish, family members need the
skills and the opportunity to share their thoughts often and effectively – and have
them heard.
There is a significant role for a Family Learning Champion. When the desire is for
long-term family ownership, then an intentional learning journey is needed.
Unfortunately, 30% of respondents indicate that no Learning Champion has been
designated in their family, a real miss in terms of keeping the family focused on
perpetuating purpose.

Attention Data and Analytics Aficionados: We’re
Hiring an Economist!
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We are looking for an Economist who will join as a core member of our Business Data
Lab’s highly motivated team, to discover interesting and important insights and build the
Chamber’s economic, data and analytics capacity. As such, applicants will need to bring to
this position: a strong technical skillset, qualitative aptitude, along with an internal drive,
intellectual curiosity, critical thinking, creativity and readiness for collaboration.

Canadian Chamber Board Visits Cenovus
Energy’s Oil Sands Operation

This month, our Board of Directors had the pleasure of visiting Cenovus Energy’s Christina
Lake oil sands operation. Cenovus is a Canadian integrated energy company
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headquartered in Calgary, committed to maximizing value by sustainably developing
assets in a safe, innovative and cost-efficient manner. Thanks to Cenovus for the
opportunity to see Canadian business in action!

Elder Irene Morin, Enoch Cree Nation,
Announced as the Edmonton Chamber’s
Inaugural Elder in Residence

On June 21, National Indigenous Peoples Day, the Edmonton Chamber made an exciting
announcement: that the chamber had welcomed Irene Morin as its Elder in Residence. 

The chamber recognizes that the business community plays a key role in contributing to
economic reconciliation and it is thrilled to seek guidance and have Irene Morin advise the
chamber, the broader membership, the Edmonton business community and Edmonton’s
community leaders as Edmonton seeks to unlock the vast potential Indigenous people can
play in the community’s economic prosperity.

Being Your True Self in the Workplace Optimizes

Learn More

Take a Virtual Tour
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Your Potential

June is widely recognized as Pride Month and the beginning of the Pride Season. As part
of the recognition of Pride, the team at our member CPA Canada recently put out a blog
that focused on three CPAs from the LGBTQ2SIA+ community share their professional
journey and how the profession has progressed in terms of diversity and inclusion. 
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